Whether you’re a one-rig owner operator, or a 100-vehicle fleet, VDO RoadLog offers a solution to fit your needs.

VDO RoadLog ELD is a smart, simple choice for ELD mandate compliance. It’s easy to install, easy to learn, and easy to use.

Because it prints out an instant paper log, there are no worries about how to transfer your log data to a compliance officer.

VDO RoadLog ELDplus provides compliance officers with only the information needed for compliance. No personal information is shared.

Computer system requirements

VDO RoadLog ELD, VDO RoadLog ELD Plus, and VDO RoadLog Office (all service levels) can be used with most current personal computers, laptops or tablets that have a USB port and access to the internet.

*Check website for the most up-to-date computer system requirements.

To enroll in VDO RoadLog Office, go to: vdoroadlog.com/enroll or contact VDO RoadLog Technical Support at:

Tel: (800) 265-1818
Email: roadlog-support@vdo.com

VDO RoadLog – developed by Continental.

Continental is a leading global supplier of systems and components to automobile, truck and bus manufacturers. Our products are present on all heavy and medium-duty trucks in the USA.

Continental is a world leader in Electronic Logging Device technology, with over five million devices in use worldwide. For over 30 years, the company has provided original equipment and aftermarket ELD products to Manufacturers, Drivers, Fleets and Owner Operators around the globe.

VDO RoadLog is the first ELD product from Continental that was designed specifically to provide a simple, affordable and easy-to-use ELD solution for Fleets and Owner Operators in North America.

With more than 80 years of experience in the transportation industry, Continental develops and produces products that make trucking safer, cleaner and more fuel-efficient.
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VDO RoadLog™ is the simple, affordable solution for ELD compliance, fleet management, and compliance reporting.

VDO RoadLog ELD users upload their data to VDO RoadLog Office Solo – our online compliance reporting and fleet management tool with no monthly fees. VDO RoadLog Office Solo is the ideal solution to enable owner operators and small fleets to become compliant with the upcoming ELD mandate. Solo provides several core components for compliance: Hours of Service (HOS), mileage reporting (IFTA/IRP), pre- and post-trip inspection reports (DVIR), and automatic US-Canada border crossing recognition and automatic crossing reporting (IFTA/IRP), and pre- and post-trip inspection reports (DVIR). See the capabilities chart on page 9 for a comprehensive list of features.

How VDO RoadLog Office Solo works

Compliance data is collected by the VDO RoadLog ELD and manually downloaded to the Driver Key (USB). Each vehicle in the fleet will require a Driver Key.

The Driver Key can be taken to any computer with internet access and a USB port to download the compliance data to the VDO RoadLog Office Solo web portal. The Solo portal then compiles, audits, and archives a fully complete record that’s available anywhere you have internet access.

Here are the components you will need to implement VDO RoadLog Office Solo:

1. VDO RoadLog ELD (3290-10100100) – One per vehicle.

NOTES: If you might be interested in automatic log data transfer, real-time tracking, and Fleet management features in the future, we recommend purchasing the VDO RoadLog ELD Plus (3290-10100101) at a slightly higher price. You can use the ELD Plus with Solo today for easy contact with Continental’s help desk to upgrade when you’re ready.

2. Fleet Key (3290-900300) – One per company. The Fleet Key is used to setup the VDO RoadLog unit(s) in the vehicle(s).

3. Driver Key (3290-90100100) – One per driver. The Driver Key is required for each driver.

4. Installation Kit – One per vehicle.

IMPORTANT: The installation cable needs to match the diagnostic port in your vehicle. The installation cable needs to match the diagnostic port in your vehicle.

Most vehicles use one of the cables:

- 6 pin Y-Install Kit (3290-90100400)
- 9 pin Y with Range Green Install Kit (3290-90101100)
- 9 pin Y with Nut Green Install Kit (3290-90101400)
- 16 pin OBD II Install Kit (Johns/Mack 2014 or newer) (3290-90101300)
- 6 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103200)
- 9 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103100)
- 9 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103500)
- 16 pin OBD II Install Kit (Johns/Mack 2014 or newer) (3290-90103300)
- OBDII Light-Duty Streamer Install Kit (3290-90109000)
- Open End Install Kit (3290-90109000)

Other available kits:

- 6 pin Y-Install Kit (3290-90100400)
- 9 pin Y with Range Green Install Kit (3290-90101100)
- 9 pin Y with Nut Green Install Kit (3290-90101400)
- 16 pin OBD II Install Kit (Johns/Mack 2014 or newer) (3290-90101300)
- 6 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103200)
- 9 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103100)
- 9 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103500)
- 16 pin OBD II Install Kit (Johns/Mack 2014 or newer) (3290-90103300)
- OBDII Light-Duty Streamer Install Kit (3290-90109000)
- Open End Install Kit (3290-90109000)

An Activation License is required for the VDO RoadLog ELDRoadLog Office Solo Plus (3290-90100101). You can automatically activate the license wirelessly and it’s tied to the vehicle. You can use the ELD Plus with Solo today for easy contact with Continental’s help desk to upgrade when you’re ready.

IMPORTANT: The installation cable needs to match the diagnostic port in your vehicle. See the available kits below.

Most vehicles use one of the cables:

- 6 pin Y-Install Kit (3290-90100400)
- 9 pin Y with Range Green Install Kit (3290-90101100)
- 9 pin Y with Nut Green Install Kit (3290-90101400)
- 16 pin OBD II Install Kit (Johns/Mack 2014 or newer) (3290-90101300)
- 6 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103200)
- 9 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103100)
- 9 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103500)
- 16 pin OBD II Install Kit (Johns/Mack 2014 or newer) (3290-90103300)
- OBDII Light-Duty Streamer Install Kit (3290-90109000)
- Open End Install Kit (3290-90109000)

Other available kits:

- 6 pin Y-Install Kit (3290-90100400)
- 9 pin Y with Range Green Install Kit (3290-90101100)
- 9 pin Y with Nut Green Install Kit (3290-90101400)
- 16 pin OBD II Install Kit (Johns/Mack 2014 or newer) (3290-90101300)
- 6 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103200)
- 9 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103100)
- 9 pin Direct Install Kit (3290-90103500)
- 16 pin OBD II Install Kit (Johns/Mack 2014 or newer) (3290-90103300)
- OBDII Light-Duty Streamer Install Kit (3290-90109000)
- Open End Install Kit (3290-90109000)

Unlimited VDO RoadLog Office Solo, Office Advanced and Office Premium service levels handle License Activation automatically.

The license is tied to the VDO RoadLog ELD Plus key and automatically transfers from one vehicle to another if a vehicle is sold or removed from the fleet.